Functional proteomic screen identifies a modulating role for CD44 in death receptor-mediated apoptosis.
Apoptotic evasion is a hallmark of cancer and its resistance to chemotherapeutic drugs. Identification of cellular proteins that mediate apoptotic programs is a critical step toward the development of therapeutics aimed at overcoming apoptosis resistance. We developed an innovative high-throughput screen to identify proteins that modulate Fas ligand-mediated apoptosis using fluorophore-assisted light inactivation (HTS-FALIpop). The FALI protein knockdown strategy was coupled to a caspase activity assay with the ability to detect both proapoptotic and antiapoptotic surface molecules expressed by HT-1080 human fibrosarcoma cells. FALI of the Fas receptor (Fas/CD95) using a fluorescein-conjugated anti-Fas antibody abrogated Fas ligand-mediated caspase activation. Ninety-six single-chain variable fragment antibodies (scFv), selected for binding to the surface of HT-1080 cells, were screened by HTS-FALIpop. Three of the scFvs caused decreases in caspase induction after FALI of their protein targets. One of the targets of these positive scFvs was identified as CD44 and was validated by performing FALI using a CD44-specific monoclonal antibody, which resulted in similar protection from Fas apoptosis. CD44-targeted FALI was antiapoptotic in multiple human cancer cell lines, including both Fas signaling type I and II cells, and was also protective against other ligands of the tumor necrosis factor death receptor family. FALI of CD44 inhibited formation and activation of the death-inducing signaling complex, suggesting that CD44 regulates Fas at the cell surface. This mechanism of death receptor regulation represents a novel means of apoptosis modulation that could be exploited by pharmacologic agents.